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ADVANCEMENT: HIKING
Setting off on a hike sounds like great fun—and it is! But being prepared for
certain situations along tfie way will go a long way to making your hike even more
enjoyable and beneficial. This chapter will show you how to make your path along
the trail to Eagle a smooth one. (See ihe back of this book for the official text of all
rank requirements.!

Explain the importance of
using the buddy system on outings and in
your neighborhood, and practice the system
while out with your troop or patrol. Describe
what to do if you become lost on a hike.
Explain the rules of safe hiking, both on the
highway and cross-country, during the day
and at night.

mebe^ Describe some hazards
or injuries you might encounter during a hike
and what you might do to prevent them.

The Hiking merit bodge is one of
required for the Eagle Scout rank.

THE SCOUT BASIC ESSENTIALS

Tfie Scout Basic Essentials can make every outdoor adventure better. In an
emergency, they can help you get out of a jam.

Pocketknife. A
pocketknife or multitool
could be the most useful

tool you con own. Keep
yours clean, sharp, and
secure. And don't pick
one so heavy that it
pulls your pants down.

Rain Gear. A poncho
or a rain parka can
protect you from light
showers and heavy
storms. It con also block

the wind and help keep
you warm.
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Trail Food. A small bog of gronolo, some raisins and nuts, or a couple of energy
bars con give you o boost \A/fien you get fiungry on tfie trail. Higfi-energy foods
are especially important if you are out longer tfian you fiad expected.

Floshiight An LED flashligfit will cast a strong beam witfi
just one or two AA batteries. LED fieadlamps are a good
option, too, because they leave your hands free. Carry
spare batteries, and reverse the batteries in your flashlight
during the day to prevent the light from accidentally
turning on in your pack and draining the power.

Extra Clothing. Layers of clothing allow you to adjust what you wear to
match the weather. During an afternoon hike, a jacket might provide all the
extra warmth you need. On camping trips, bring along additional clothing to
deal with changes in temperature.

Firs^Aid Kit. Your patrol leader or a troop leader will bring o group first-aid kit
on most Scout trips, but you should also carry a few personal supplies to treat
blisters, small cuts, and other minor injuries.

Sun Protection. Guard your skin by applying a good sunscreen (SPF 30 or
greater) and wearing a broad-brimmed hat, sunglasses, and lip balm that con
tains sunscreen ingredients. Apply sunscreen 15 minutes before you hit the trail
and every two hours after that—more often if you sweat a lot.

Map and Compass. A map and a compass can show you the way in unfamiliar
areas. Learn the basics and then enjoy practicing with a compass and a map
when you are in the field.

Matches and Fire Starters. With strike-anywhere matches or
a butane lighter, you can light a stove or kindle a fire in any
weather. Protect matches and other fire starters from moisture

by storing them in a self-sealing plastic bag or canister.

Water Bottle. Always take along at least a 1 -quart bottle filled with water. On
long hikes, on hot days, in arid regions, and at high elevations, carry two bottles

i„,jr

Depending on your destination, the length of your trip, and the season,
other essential items may include insect repellent, a whistle, and other items,
such as water treatment tablets. Remember the Scout motto, and be prepared.



FOOD FOR A HIKE
The most important meal for hiking might

be the breakfast you eat before you hit the trail.
In camp and at home, a hearty breakfast helps
start the day right. If you'll be out much of the
day, carry a lunch in your pack. Make a couple
of sandwiches and take along some fruit, nuts, and raisins. You might also carry
some crackers, peanut butter and jelly, jerky, or cheese.

SAFE DRINKING WATER

Drink at least 2 quarts of fluid each day. That's about 8 cups. When you're
drinking enough water, your urine will remain clear and copious (meaning there's
a lot of it). Fill your water bottle with fresh tap water before you set out on a
hike, and drink from it often—not just when you feel thirsty. In hot weather, you
may need to carry several containers of water.

Water you bring from home or take from faucets and drinking fountains in
campgrounds and Scout camps is almost always safe to use. Water from streams,
lakes, and springs may contain bacteria, viruses, and parasites too small for you
to see. Treat any water that does not come from a tested source, no matter how
clean it looks.

HOW TO TREAT DRINKING WATER

Three ways to moke water safer for drinking J . ->'*
are boiling, filtering, and treating it with tablets.

Boiling. Bringing water to a rolling boil for a full minute
will kill most organisms. If the water looks especially dirty,
try filtering it through a bandanna before boiling.

—-— Filtering. Water treatment filters made for hikers and camp
ers are effective and easy to use. Some pump water through pores small enough
to strain out bacteria and parasites. Others contain chemicals or carbon that help
make the water safer to drink. Follow the instructions that come with the filter you
plan to use, and be sure to clean it frequently so it doesn't become clogged.

Treating. Water treatment tablets are sold in small bottles and in packets. To treat
water, follow the instructions on the packaging. Most treatment tablets call for you
to drop one or two tablets into a quart of water and then wait 30 minutes before
drinking it. If you're treating water in your water bottle, loosen the lid and slosh a
little water into the threads at the top; that will treat the water that's trapped there.
Water treatment tablets can lose their strength over time, so check the expiration
date on the package. Use only fresh tablets.
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CLOTHING FOR OUTDOOR
ADVENTURES

The clothing you wear when you're hiking
protects your skin from brambles along the
trail, the sun's rays, and other hazards. It also
helps you regulate your body's temperature.
When you dress in layers, you can adjust your
clothing to match changing weather conditions.

Most of the clothing you use for hiking
is the same as what you'll wear when you go
camping. If you are carrying all your gear in
a backpack, make good clothing choices so
you will have everything you need but won't
be carrying unnecessary clothing that weighs
down your pack.

A stocking hot is o great heat
regulator. If your feet ore cold,
put on your hot. If you're
starting to sweat, stuff your
hot in o jocket pocket.

CHOOSING APPROPRIATE FABRICS

Outdoor clothing may be made of wool, cotton, or
synthetics. Each type of fabric has its advantages.

Wool. Wool can keep you warm even when it is damp
with rain. Some people find that wool feels scratchy
against their skin. Wearing long underwear or a T-shirt
beneath wool garments can help lower the itch factor.

Cotton. Cotton is fine for

warm, dry weather. Once wet,
though, cotton will not keep you warm.
This can make it dangerous to wear on trips
when conditions turn chilly, rainy, or snowy.

Synthetics. Many synthetic fabrics
offer the comfort of cotton and

the warmth of wool. Clothing
made of human-made fibers

such as polypropylene or polar fleece can insulate you
even if it gets wet. Long underwear, sweaters, vests,
parkas, gloves, hats, and activity shirts are often made
of synthetic fabrics.

W

Cotton

ool

Synthetic fleece
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WARM-WEATHER CLOTHING CHECKLIST
FOR OUTDOOR ADVENTURES

□ Long-sleeved shirt

□ T-shirt

□ Hiking shorts

□ Long pants (or convertible
pants with zip-off legs)

□ Sweater or worm jacket'

□ Hiking boots or sturdy shoes

□ Extra socks

□ Hat with a brim for shade

□ Bandanna

□ Rain gear

□ Extra underwear
(for longer trips)

*These items should be made of wool or a warm synthetic fabric. Avoid cotton clothing
when the weather might be cool, cold, or wet.
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COLD-WEATHER CLOTHING CHECKLIST
FOR OUTDOOR ADVENTURES

4fir_
}( r-

□ Long-sleeved shirt

□ Warm shirt*

□ Long pants*

□ Sweater*

□ Long underwear*

□ Hiking boots or
sturdy shoes

□ Extra socks

□ Insulated parka
or coot with hood

□ Warm hat*

□ Gloves*

D Rain gear

□ Extra underwear
(for longer trips)

* These items should be made of wool or a warm synthetic fabric. Avoid cotton
clothing when the weather might be cool, cold, or wet.



RAIN GEAR

Staying dry in the outdoors
is an important part of staying
comfortable and having a good
time. Wearing or carrying rain gear
such as a poncho or rain parka,
rain pants, gaiters, and a hat can
also add to your safety, because
dry clothing will keep you much
warmer than shirts, pants, and
jackets that have become wet.

Poncho. A poncho is a waterproof cape that can protect you from summer
rains. Because a poncho is loose-fitting and can flap in the wind, it may not be
the best choice for severe weather or for winter travel. On the plus side, many
ponchos are big enough to also cover your backpack.

Rain Porko. A rain parka is a long jacket that repels rain, sleet, and snow. It
should have a hood that you can pull over your head.

Rain Pants. Rain pants extend the protection
of a poncho or parka down to your ankles.

Gaiters. Gaiters can shield your feet and
lower legs from rain. During winter hikes,
they'll help keep snow out of your boots.

Hat. A broad-brimmed hat protects your
face and neck from sun and from storms. If

you wear eyeglasses, the brim of a hat can keep
them clear when it's raining.

wA—(
Gaiters

FABRICS THAT BREATHE ,

Rain gear may be made of breathable fabric or nonbreathable fabric. VCA' '"
There are pros and cons to both. \j

Breathable. Breathable fabrics repel rain and also let body moisture escape—
the ideal combination for rain gear. The drawback is that these garments can
be expensive.

Nonbreathable. Many ponchos, parkas, rain pants, and gaiters are made
of coated nylon and plastic. This nonbreathable gear is waterproof and often
inexpensive. The disadvantage of nonbreathable rain gear is that moisture given
off by your body may be trapped inside, causing you to feel damp and chilled.
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Many styles of modern
outdoor footweor ore mode

of nylon mesh ond other
monufoctured moteriols.

FOOTGEAR

If your feet feel good, chances are you'll have a
great time hiking. Taking care of your feet begins
with choosing your footwear. Almost any shoes
are fine for short walks over easy ground.
For longer hikes in good weather,
lightweight boots usually work well.

Leather shoes and boots were once

the only choices for hiking. These types
of footgear are still popular today and can give
your feet and ankles plenty of protection and
support. They will also keep snow and rain from soaking your socks. They are
a good choice if you will be hiking and backpacking on rugged trails. Choose
carefully when selecting leather boots, though. Stiff boots for mountaineer
ing or serious winter travel can be quite heavy and are better suited for more
experienced hikers.

The footwear you choose must fit well. When you shop for new boots or
hiking shoes, try them on while wearing the same socks you will use on the
trail. Your heels should not slip much when you walk, and your toes should
have a little wiggle room. Before using your new hiking shoes or boots on a
hike, wear them around home for a few days—longer for leather—until they
adjust to the shape of your feet.

CARING FOR HIKING BOOTS

Hiking boots will last a long time if you take care of them. When you get
home from a trip, remove mud or soil from your boots with a stiff brush or
by hosing them off. Allow them to dry at room temperature. (High heat can
melt nylon and harm leather, so don't put your boots too close to a fire.) Treat
leather with a boot dressing meant for outdoor footwear. Oils and waxes in the
dressing will keep leather flexible and help the boots repel water.

Camp Shoes
Many campers and backpackers carry a pair of
lightweight shoes in their packs so that they can
shed their boots at the end of the day. Choose
closed-toe shoes that will help protect you
from injury. A pair of running shoes might
be just right. Water shoes can work well,
too, if they are also comfortable for walking
about on dry land. If they have good tread, your
extra shoes will come in handy when you need to
wade across a stream. Take off your hiking boots and
socks and change into your extra shoes to cross the water. Water shoes



SOCKS

Hiking socks made of wool or a wool-nylon blend will help cushion your feet
as you walk. Try wearing a pair of thin, synthetic-blend socks underneath your
hiking socks. The inner socks will slide against the heavier outer socks and wick
moisture from the skin. This will reduce friction and your chances of getting
blisters. Carry spare socks on your hikes. If your feet get tired or sweaty, change
into fresh socks and hang the damp ones on your pack to dry.

HIKING STICKS AND TREKKING POLES

Use a hiking stick to push back branches and to poke behind
rocks. When you wade a stream, a hiking stick will give you
extra stability.

Trekking poles are a lor like ski poles. They can improve your
balance and lessen the strain on your knees. Adjustable trekking
poles can be made shorter or longer to match your height.
Those with rubber tips might have less impact on the edges of
trails. Trekking poles also tend to be lighter than hiking sticks.

MAKING A TRIP PLAN

Writing a trip plan encourages you to think through your preparations for a
hike, or any other outdoor activity. Give copies of your plan to your Scoutmaster,
parents, and other responsible adidts. Your plan will fill them in on what you hope
to do and when you expect to return.

Organizing your ideas well enough to put them down on paper is good
writing practice, too. Keeping a journal of the adventure while it is happening
then writing a record of the trip when you get home is another excellent idea.

Develop a trip plan by writing answers to the five W s—where, when, who,
why, and what.

WHERE are we going, and how will we get there? Decide on your destination
and the route you will use to reach it and to return. For backcountry trips, include
a copy of a map with your route highlighted or marked in pencil.

WHEN will we go and return? If you are not back close to the time you listed
on your trip plan. Scout leaders and your family can take steps to locate you and,
if necessary, provide assistance.

WHO is going with us? List the names of your hiking partners and adult
leaders. If you need a ride to or from a trail, write down who will be driving.

WHY ore we going? To fish in a lake? Climb a peak? Photograph wildlife?
Explore an island? Write a sentence or two about the purpose of your journey.
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WHAT are we taking? Start with the Scout Basic Essentials, then add any
special gear you'll need based on the activity you're planning or the weather
you expect.

Add one more item to the list;

HOW will we respect the environment by following the principles of
outdoor ethics?

HIKING TRIP PLAN

Nome of this trip:

WHERE are we going, and how will we get there?

WHEN will we go and return?

WHO is going with us?

Adult leaders:

Patrol members:.

WHY are we going? (Write a sentence or two about the purpose
of the hiking trip.)

WHAT do we need to take with us? .

HOW will we respect the environment by following the principles
of outdoor ethics?



HIKING RESPONSIBLY

Hiking so that you leave no trace shows that you care about the environment
and know how to travel through it wisely. Following a trail is usually the best way
to go. Don't cut switchbacks or take other shortcuts. By staying on pathways you
can avoid trampling and harming plants, and you will be less likely to get lost.

Areas of some parks and forests are
managed as wilderness. Regulations
protecting them might limit group size,
forbid campfires, and restrict other activities.
Learn what the rules are before you start a
hike, and then obey them.

TRAIL HEAD NOTICE
THIS IS A WILDERNESS AREA
CHARACTERIZED BY CERTAIN

INHERENT DANGERS. THESE'
DANGERS INCLUDE MOUNTAIN

LIONS. RATTLESNAKES, POISON
OAK. poisbnous INSECTS, swirr

MOVING WATER. RUGGED

TERRAIN. AND OTHER NATURAL
HAZARDS.

MIHORS'(UNDER 18 YEARS OLD)
SHOULD BE UNDER ADULT
SUPERVISION AT ALL TIMES.

YOUR SAFETY CAN NOT BE
GUARANTEED.

STAY ALERT TO POTENTIAL
DANGER!

!
A Scout group on a hike or a campout

will often be out of sight of anyone else.
Following guidelines designed to protect the
land is a matter of ethical decision-making—
doing the right thing even when no one is
watching. Outdoor adventures can also he
opportunities for Good Turns. Keep trails
and campsites clean by picking up any litter

you see—even if it isn't your own. Find out if your patrol or troop can help land
managers repair and maintain the hiking trails you enjoy using.

PACE

Hike at a pace that is comfortable for the slowest member of your patrol.
Though you may feel that you could race along forever, the safety and good
fellowship of the whole group is more important than speed. As you get toward
the end of the hike, you'll be glad you conserved your energy.

HIKING SPEED

How fast can you hike? An average Scout can walk 2 miles an hour in level
country and 1 mile an hour carrying a heavy pack over rugged terrain. To that,
add an hour for each thousand-foot climb. For each thousand feet of elevation

loss, add a half-hour.

If possible, rest at the top of a hill, not at the bottom. The view will be better, and
you won't hove to climb a hill with cold muscles.
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HOW FAR CAN YOU TRAVEL IN A DAY?

Figuring how far your patrol can travel over the course
of a one-day hike is easy, but it takes a little thinking.
Just write out the details like this example:

Trail: Two Lakes Loop

Terrain: Easy (2 miles/hour)

Estimated hiking time: 6.5 hours

Breaks: 6 @ 10 minutes each = 1 hour .,''|||^ | ^2^' *
Total trip time: 8 hours

Arrival at trailhead: 9 a.m.

Should return to trailhead: 5 p.m.

Jfr'

WLien you're stopping often
to look at plants, animals, and
scenery, you may not need
test breaks. If you ate pushing
steadily along the trail, though,
a five-minute hteak every half
hour is a good idea. It will give
everyone a chance to adjust
clothing, check feet for signs of
blisters, drink some water, and

have a hire of food.

Hiking and Fitness
Hiking can be a good workout for your
body. It strengthens your muscles, heart, and
lungs. It is good for your mind, too. It fills you
with confidence, energy, and respect for the
outdoors. To enjoy hiking to the fullest, begin
with short trips. Increase the length of your
journeys as your legs become accustomed to
hiking on trails.



Making Hill Climbs Easier
You've probably already figured out tfiat it's easier to climb fiills when you lake
shorter steps. But there are other things you can do.

The Rest Step. As you move your right foot
forward to take a step, briefly lock your left
knee. This will let your right leg rest for a
fraction of o second. When you plant your
right foot, shift your weight to it and give your
left leg a microrest.

The Caterpillar. When the lead hiker needs
a rest, he steps to the edge of the trail, letting
the next Scout take the lead. When this
Scout needs a rest, he does the same thing.
Continue in this manner until the last hiker

steps to the edge. The original lead hiker starts
up the trail again, and the other Scouts fall
back into line as he passes them. (Any hiker
can start the process by calling, "Caterpillarl") Rest step

TRAIL MANNERS

A Scout is courteous. That's as true on the trail as when you are in your
hometown. Travel single file on most trails, leaving space between you and the
Scout ahead of you. You can see where you are going, and you won'r run into
him if he suddenly stops. Step to the side of the trail when you meet other hikers
and allow them to pass.

Many trails are open to cyclists as well as hikers. If you are riding a bike, limit
your impact on the land by staying on trails. Keep your speed under control,
both for your own safety and that of hikers and other cyclists. As a hiker, be alert
for cyclists approaching from ahead of you and from behind.

People enjoying trails sometimes bring
dogs with them. If the pets are on leashes,
they will be close to their owners. Dogs
sometimes run free, though, and you
might suddenly encounter one. Don't
approach a dog you don't know or reach
your hand toward the animal. Speak to it
calmly while you wait for it to pass or for
its owner to arrive.
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If you encounter people on horseback, stop where you are and ask the
riders whar you should do. They will probably suggest that you go a few paces
downhill from the trail and stand quietly while the animals pass.

ENGINEERING GOOD TRAILS

Your favorite hiking trail may look totally natural, but it's
actually the result of lots of engineering. Trail builders use
several engineering principles to make sure trails are easy on
your feet and easy on the environment. Whenever possible, trail builders keep
the average grade under 10 percent. That means on a 100-foot section of trail,
you should gain or lose no more than 10 feet of elevation. (Shorter sections
might hove a grade of 15 to 20 percent, but the average should be less than
10 percent.)

Also important is the half rule, which says that the grade of the trail should not
exceed half the grade of the slope it's traversing. If the trail is too steep relative
to the sideslope, water will run down the trail, causing erosion, rather than
flowing across it. Well-built trails also have an outslope of 5 percent, which
means the downhill side of the trail is a little lower than the uphill side of the
trail. This also helps send runoff in the right direction.

%tig-'. . • . .

Glacier National Park, Manlana



CROSS-COUNTRY HIKING

Cross-country hiking allows you to get away from everything, including
trails. Before setting out, decide whether leaving the trail is a good idea. Where
vegetation is fragile (as it often is in wet meadows, some desert areas, and high
mountain tundra), stay on pathways. Even where ground cover is more durable,
avoid walking on vegetation. Try to stay on bare ground, rocks, and snow
whenever you can.

Away from a trail, footing can
be uncertain. Brush and rugged
terrain might slow your progress.
Watch where you put your hands if
you are scrambling on rocks—^you
don't want to get bitten by a snake
or stung by an insect. Of course, you
must be able to find your way and
keep track of where you are. You
will likely need to use a map and
compass or a GPS receiver.

By writing a good trip plan and studying your map before you start a cross
country hike, you shouldn't be surprised by rivers, cliffs, and other barriers. If
you do run into obstacles that you aren't sure you can navigate safely, detour
around them or go back the way you came.

Staying with your patrol is as important in cross-country hiking as for any
other outdoor adventure. Leaders of your patrol and troop will encourage you to
use the buddy system on hikes. Hiking with a buddy helps you stay alert to each
other's safety. Your buddy can watch out for you while you keep track of him.

HIKING SAFETY

Whether you're cross-country hiking or hiking on trails, you should always
watch where you place your feet to avoid slipping or twisting an ankle. Use
bridges to cross streams. Wade through water only if there is no other way to go
and only if the water is shallow and the current is slow. Use your hiking stick or
trekking pole to improve your balance as you cross. Before entering the water,
release the hip belt and sternum strap of your backpack. That way, you can
wriggle out of your pack if you fall in.

If you come across areas that appear to be dangerous, make a detour or
go back the way you came. Your safety is always much more important than
reaching the destination of a hike.
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HIKING ON HIGHWAYS AND ROADS

Any time you hike next to
a highway or road without a
sidewalk, stay in single file on
the left side, facing the traffic.
If you must walk alongside
a road at night, make
yourself visible by wearing
light-colored clothing or
tying strips of white cloth or
reflective ribbon around your
right arm and leg. Use a flashlight to brighten your way and to alert drivers
that you are there. Don't shine it in drivers' eyes, however.

Never hitchhike. It con be dangerous, it is often iiiegol, and it spoils the spirit
of a hike.

STAYING FOUND

The best way not to get lost is to know at all times where you are. Before
you leave home, mark the route of your hike on a map. Then study the map
to become familiar with the countryside. Where is your destination? What
landmarks should you be able to see as you are walking?

Pay attention while you are on the
trail. Notice the direction you are going.
Watch for hills, streams, valleys, build
ings, and other landscape features. Use
a map and compass or a GPS receiver to
keep track of your locarion.

If you are hiking an our-and-back
trail, be sure to look back often and get
a good look at the way you have come.
You will see your route as it will appear

_  I j 1 -1 I »£ upon your return, which can help you
On marked trails, keep an eye out far f / r i
blazes or trail markers. If you stop find your way home.
seeing these signs, you might hove
strayed from the trail.
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WHAT TO DO WHEN LOST

One day you might accidentally wander off a trail and be unsure how to find it
again. Perhaps you will take a wrong turn and not know which way to go. If you
think you are lost, stop where you are and follow the four steps that spell STOP.

Stay calm.

Think.

Observe.

Plan.

Stay calm. Sit down and have some water and something to eat. If you are
cold, put on a jacket or sweater. Breathe slowly and relax.

Think. Try to remember how
you got where you are. If you have
a map, open it and see what you
can learn from the symbols and
contour lines.

Observe. Look for your
footprints in soft ground or snow.
Notice any landmarks that can be
clues to your location. Listen for
sounds of other Scouts.

Plan. If you are convinced that
you know which way to go to get
back on track, move carefully. Use
a compass to set a bearing in the direction of your destination. Then clearly mark
the way you are going with broken branches, piles of stones, or whatever else
is handy in case you need to find your way hack to the spot where you've been
sitting. However, if you don't have a clear idea where you are, stay where you are.
People will start looking for you as soon as someone realizes you are missing.

Be careful with fire even in emergencies. Take the time to build the fire correctly so
that it does not spread. Never leave a fire unattended.
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Help searchers find you with any signal repeated three
times. For instance, you might give three shouts or three
blasts on a whistle. A smoky fire in the daytime and
a bright fire at night might also attract attention.
Toss grass or green leaves on the flames to create
additional smoke. Spread your rain gear,
sleeping hag, and bright-colored equipment
in the open to catch the eye of a rescue pilot,
or flash a mirror in the direction of aircraft.

Pitch a tent if you have one, or find shelter against a rock or under a tree.
Hang a T-shirt or something else on a branch above you to get the attention
of searchers even if you have fallen asleep.

Use your Scout Basic Essentials and whatever else you have with you to
stay warm and dry. In addition to serving as a signal to rescuers, a campfire
can offer warmth and lift your spirits. Collect enough wood before dark to last
through the night.

Lastly, try not to worry. You can survive for several days without water
and for several weeks without food. Stay where you are. You will be found.

Earn Merit Badges: Outdoor Adventures
Among the merit badges you will earn along your trail to Eagle will
be the Hiking merit badge. As you complete those requirements, you will
dive deeper into hiking techniques and gear, and you will put all you have
learned into practice. Earning the Backpacking merit badge will give you
even more knowledge you can put to use on the trail, and Wilderness
Survival will teach you more about making the best use of what you have
should you become lost off the trail.

Hiking Backpacking Wilderness Survival


